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Mihály Vörösmarty’s 1836 poem “Szózat,” translated as “The Appeal,” is
described in the 1969 Cserkészkönyv I [Hungarian Boy Scout Manual] as
Hungary’s second national anthem.  It begins:

Hazádnak rendületlenül, [To your homeland, above all,
Légy híve, ó magyar, Be faithful, oh Hungarian,
Bölcsőd az s majdan sírod is It was your cradle and will be your grave
Mely ápol s eltakar. Which nurtures and will bury you.

A nagy világon e kivűl In the large world beyond,
Nincsen számodra hely; There is no room for you;
Áldjon vagy verjen sors keze: Whether fate’s hand blesses or beats you,
Itt élned, halnod kell. Here you must live and die.]1

The Hungarian Boy Scout Manual was published in Garfield, New Jersey,
far away from the land in which Vörösmarty insists it is a Hungarian’s
duty to stay. If the concept of cultural belonging is so rooted to the soil,
how can one maintain a Hungarian identity abroad? If not the soil, then
what replaces it as the constitutive aspect of Hungarian identity as inter-
preted by the Scouting movement in the Hungarian Diaspora?  In this
paper, I assess two shifts in the way the Külföldi Magyar Cserkész-
szövetség [Hungarian Scouting Association in Exteris {i.e. Exile} or
KMCSSZ in this paper] preserves and promotes a diasporic cultural iden-
tity through the repetition and recreation of narratives of historical and
mythical moments in kerettörténetek [frame narratives] used in its cur-
riculums and through annual Akadályversenyek [Hungarian Scouting com-
petitions] and vezetőképző táborok [leadership training camps] in the Sík
Sándor Scout Park in upstate New York between 1998 and 2011. I also
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suggest that there has been a shift in the way these frame narratives were
presented after the Second World War and in the post-communist era.
Having been raised within Toronto’s Hungarian community as a Scout, I
had access to Scouting materials in private collections as well as to
individuals willing to share their experiences with me for the purposes of
this project.

Besides secondary scholarly sources on Baden-Powell’s move-
ment, I will be using and comparing three main types of information: first,
official documents such as Scout handbooks, textbooks and annual histo-
rical publications used in preparation for and at youth leadership camps
which reveal what the KMCSSZ wants to accomplish; second, camp
schedules and storyboards used by leaders in planning and enacting frame
narratives in order to show how the Association’s objectives are translated
into action, and third, interviews conducted by myself, documentaries and
archival material such as letters and camp diaries which I have collected or
have access to at the Toronto troop’s location, which demonstrates to what
extent and to what effect the objectives of the Association are fulfilled.

After laying out the theoretical background for my project, I begin
with an introduction of the development of Baden-Powell’s Scouting
movement in Hungary and the way its focus turned towards ethnography
and culture. Next, I illustrate the way the narrated beginnings of the
KMCSSZ invokes myths of a nomadic Hungarian past in order to justify
the participants’ diasporic identity and how these myths have been funda-
mentally incorporated into the Scouting curriculum.2 Subsequently, I ana-
lyse the official use of the frame narrative/kerettörténet, during the annual
Akadályverseny in which the children’s Scouting skills and cultural
knowledge are tested during the re-enactment of a literary work, a histori-
cal event or a myth.3 Within the context of an overall fun event, leaders
attempt to impress upon the Scouts the weight of history by making it
“real.”4 Although the Akadályverseny seemed to promote a historic-
nationalistic perspective in the past, I also consider the ways frame
narratives/kerettörténetek can be used to challenge these perspectives and
the way building self-consciousness about frame narratives/kerettörténetek
is built into the structure of the patrol leadership training camps. Lastly, I
briefly look at the KMCSSZ’s renegotiation of Hungarian identity
throughout the duration of the organization’s history and the reflection of
this change in the narratives it uses, signalling a break from the more
essentialist mind set with which it had started and its turn to a more flexi-
ble conception of Hungarian identity that reaches across the borders of the
homeland.
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Why Scouting? Why Narrative?

Scouting offers an important combination of experiences necessary for the
formation of a diasporic community. James Clifford, the prominent cultu-
ral theorist and historian, suggests that after three generations, immigrants
to the USA metamorphose into “ethnic Americans,” (and we can replace
American with Canadian, Argentine, German, and any other nationality
Hungarian Scouts possess) unless they “resist erasure through the nor-
malizing processes of forgetting, assimilating, and distancing.”5 Diasporic
theorist Martin Sökefeld suggests that assimilation-prone immigrants
might maintain their identity through engaging “in collective action” and
taking part in “associations that create and sustain discourses of com-
munity.”6 Scholars conducting field-work on disporic communities gener-
ally concur that the maintenance of a community’s culture in subsequent
generations faces challenges. In Toronto, education researcher Roma
Chumak-Horbatsch found that children in Ukrainian schools felt resentful
about their cultural isolation, while language teacher Hong Xiao found that
weekend language schools were ineffective at culture maintenance because
of the limited hours of instruction they offer. However, another language
researcher Martin Guardado argued that voluntary, intergenerational
cultural activities such as scouting were beneficial to culture maintenance
in a diasporic community.

A voluntary heritage language scout troop program in Vancouver,
Guardado noted, provided children with an engaging activity that also
emphasized their “Spanish language and literacy practices” and “cultural
ideologies and practices.”7 In this diasporic Scouting situation, Spanish
became a way to resist a hegemonic Anglophone identity and also to foster
a community by connecting “newcomers and old-timers” and building
bonds between Spanish speaking children and their parents.8 In relation to
a specifically Hungarian context, Endre Szentkirályi’s study of language
proficiency and cultural contexts for language use in Cleveland, Ohio, and
Katalin Pintz’s study of Hungarian heritage maintenance in New
Brunswick, New Jersey, both specifically identify Hungarian Scouting as
an important venue for community building.9 Although these three studies
spend valuable time assessing the nexus between friendship and language
use in the community, they do not focus on what activities are used to
socialize children into cultural values, or how those cultural values are
defined.10 One of the most flexible and pervasive vehicles for communi-
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cating ideas of “Hungarianness” within the KMCSSZ is the frame narra-
tive or kerettörténet.

The narratives constitute an important aspect for understanding
Hungarian and diasporic identity formation. In his essay on literary con-
texts, the noted author Milan Kundera invokes Kafka’s words to assert that
“a small nation … has great respect for its writers because they provide it
with pride ‘in the face of the hostile surrounding world’; for a small nation,
literature is ‘less a matter of literary history’ than ‘a matter of the people’
… ‘nothing less than a life-or-death decree.’”11 Thus, literature and literary
practices comprise an essential factor in the creation of a culture. In addi-
tion to literature, the narrative framing of historical events and the shaping
of folk customs is integral to perceptions of what culture is and how an
individual identifies as part of a national/ethnic/cultural group. Canadian
philosopher Will Kymlicka maintains that when a group of individuals
leave their home for a country where they are “free to try to maintain
whatever part of their ethnic heritage or identity they wish,” the main-
tenance of that heritage depends upon a retained consciousness of a litera-
ture, a history and the traditions of their culture of origin.12 In his search
for diasporic identity, diasporic and literary theorist Radhakrishnan warns
against simplified concepts of “authenticity” in which ambiguities and
political controversies are suppressed.13 Narratives within a diasporic con-
text become contentious because of the particular types of cultural know-
ledge that are passed on. Radhakrishnan also distinguishes between pos-
sessing information and experiential knowledge, a boundary which may be
blurred in the attempt to create a cultural consciousness.14 A narrative
might be known, but cultural authenticity relies on possessing that narra-
tive through experience.

Frame narratives have been recognized within the Scouting Move-
ment as pedagogically significant since Baden-Powell’s original Scouting
for Boys in 1908.  The original frame narrative of Baden-Powell’s text was
also, in a sense, diasporic. Rudyard Kipling’s Kim is about an Irish boy
born in India who spies within the global network of Britons who consti-
tute the British Empire. The Scouting founder Baden-Powell saw that by
taking on characters and acting out situations, children would be more
invested in learning survival skills.15 The point of a frame narrative is to
create a story wherein the child’s experiences congeal into a series of
related events. When the story is based on historical events, by enacting
those events, the history becomes part of the child’s “real” life.16 Within
the KMCSSZ, collective reading and acting out of literature and history
blurs the boundary between the possession of information about a culture
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and experiential knowledge in the attempt to create an “authentic” cultural
consciousness.17 Both the way the KMCSSZ creates experiential know-
ledge of narratives and has changed the narratives it tells is an important
indicator of how it creates and maintains a diasporic community. Before
delving into the frame narratives within a diasporic context, however, it is
necessary to understand the history of narrative orientation in Hungarian
Scouting before 1948 and its relationship to the KMCSSZ.

Scouting in Hungary: How Hungarian Culture became the Focus

The Scouting movement has historically oscillated between the poles of
nationalism and internationalism. The Scouting movement was established
by Lord Robert Baden-Powell in England in 1907-1908 for the purpose of
fostering the future of the British Empire. Despite Scouting’s imperial and
specifically British origins, the movement spread rapidly across Europe,
causing Baden-Powell to turn from endorsing a specifically British identity
to accepting a benign national pride in general.18 In Hungary, then part of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Magyar Cserkészet had come about as a
movement by 1910 — and became an official organization in 1912.19 The
Hungarian Boy Scouts’ strong performance at the third World Scouting
Jamboree lead to the country’s selection to host the fourth Jamboree at
Gödöllő in 1933.20 This event was strongly promoted by the Hungarian
government as an opportunity for country to rebuild its national pride
which had been bruised after the First World War.21 Although Scouts
followed the original British Kipling narratives in their weekly activities,
the Jamboree’s mascot derived from Hungarian mythology. The white
stag, or csodaszarvas, which led the legendary twins Hunor and Magor
towards a new homeland, was now presented as a symbol for Scouting.  In
Baden-Powell’s farewell speech, he imbued the national emblem of the
white stag with international Scouting virtues:

The Hungarian hunters of old pursued the miraculous Stag, not
because they expected to kill it, but because it led them on in the joy
of the chase to new trails and fresh adventures, and so to capture
happiness. You may look on that White Stag as the pure spirit of
Scouting, springing forward and upward, ever leading you onward
and upward .22

The connection Baden-Powell had made stuck in the minds of the young
Hungarian Scouts. The stag returned as the symbol of the Hungarian
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Scouting movement in exile and was officially accepted as the move-
ment’s emblem when it came about in West German displaced persons
camps in 1945. However, there were other significant ideological changes
to be made before the Hungarian Scouting Association in Exteris was
officially established.

The success of the Gödöllő Jamboree made Hungarian Scouts
possible symbols of the nation’s future, similar to Baden-Powell’s initial
intentions for Scouting in Britain. However, the question remained as to
what this nation’s future should be. Hungary’s head-of-state, Regent
Miklós Horthy, recognized the potential that Scouting held for the country
and favoured turning the Scouts into a paramilitary youth organization.23

Against Horthy’s wishes, in 1940, the Chief Scout of Hungary Pál Teleki,
who happened to be the country’s Prime Minister, publicly pronounced the
Association’s neutral status. Furthermore, Teleki strove to keep Scouting
separate from the already existing government-sponsored paramilitary
Levente youth group, which had been set up in 1921.24 In 1939 an act of
the Hungarian Parliament declared Levente service for boys between
twelve and twenty-one to be mandatory. The following year the Levente
adopted many aspects of the Scouting curriculum, thereby increasing the
pressure on Hungary’s Scouting Association to become part of the Levente
movement.25 The Association itself was split between those attracted to
Scouting for its spirituality-based character education and those who were
enticed by its military training potential.26 In September of 1940 Teleki
invited the leaders of the Scouting Association to his lodge on Ábrahám-
hegy [Mount Abraham], where they rewrote the Scouting curriculum.27

Based partially on Teleki’s background as a geographer and ethnographer
— and an increased public interest in the 1930s in falucserkészet [village
scouting] — the curriculum was refocused from such para-military exer-
cises as games of surveillance to activities emphasizing religious and cul-
tural traditions.28 Regőlés, that is, “Hungarian folklore, traditions, folk
music, song, and dance,” became the main focus of the Hungarian
Scouting’s programme.29 While political science scholar László Kürti
objects to the concept of “regőscserkészet,” or folkloric scouts, as national-
istic essentialism, in the wider political and social context the focus on the
diverse regional folk arts rather than military training indicates Hungarian
Scouting’s resistance to the increasingly constrictive political situation .30

A Hungarian scouting motto “Emberebb ember, magyarabb
magyar” [More humane humans, more Hungarian Hungarians] calls for
balance between the maintenance of a particular cultural identity and the
development of broadly humanist principles. The extent to which broad
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humanist principles could be maintained in an increasingly tense political
situation came under contention during the December 1940 Conference of
the Hungarian Boy Scout Association when the suggestion was raised to
strike the Fourth Hungarian Scout Law, namely that “A Scout regards
every other Scout as his brother.”31 In a country interested in gaining back
territory lost after the First World War, such a policy of transnational
friendship threatened the effectiveness of the national martial endeavour.
Teleki, in his position as Chief Scout of Hungary, defended the law and
kept it in place. Nevertheless many changes to Hungarian Scouting that
took place under his watch, first as Minister of Culture and Education and
then as Prime Minister, can be seen as violations of the basic fraternal
principles of Scouting. Historian Paul Lendvai calls Teleki “a convinced,
but ‘moderate’ anti-Semite” who helped to introduce discriminatory laws
that stand in sharp contrast to his work at the Gödöllő Jamboree and the
non-militaristic nature of regölés.32 Despite the large number of Jewish
Scouts and scouts of part-Jewish parentage in Hungary’s Scouting move-
ment, and the protest of Jewish Scout masters, in 1940 Teleki allowed
boys of Jewish extraction to be excluded.33 It might be noted that what
transpired in this respect under Teleki’s watch in 1939-1940 was signif-
icantly less harmful than what occurred four years later after the German
occupation of Hungary. What happened in 1944 came as the consequence
of Hungary’s involvement in the Second World War, an involvement that
Teleki had resisted. In the spring of 1941, however, with Hitler’s decision
to invade Yugoslavia and his request to send German troops there through
Hungary precipitated a crisis in the Hungarian regime’s leadership. Teleki,
finding that he was no longer able to maintain his country’s neutrality in
the war, committed suicide. With his death Hungarian Scouting lost a
dedicated and influential friend.34

After Hungary’s involvement in the war, on the ground level at
least, changes in scouting policies were slow to be introduced. Scouting
historian Ferenc Gergely noted that while in some troops the anti-Semitic
measures were implemented, the leaders of other troops quietly refused to
comply with the new regulations.35 Information from one of my informants
also supports the idea that after the spring of 1941 for a while there were
little noticeable changes to Scouting practices. For the children, the curri-
culum remained much the same. The cub Scouts still followed the Jungle
Book, and the older boys followed their curriculum based off of the story
of the white stag, or continued with regőlés. My elderly informant, who
had been involved in scouting since the early thirties, noted that it was
only when he became a scout leader that he recognized the pressures upon
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the organization. As an Assistant Scoutmaster, he and his peers became
responsible for examining and training Levente youth leaders. Even so, he
explained, the Scouts avoided the overt militarism of the Levente: “At that
time, the Scouting training was accepted by the Levente as the same as
their own — but we still used our own methods. We tried to teach them,
not the soldier stuff, but how to be more human.”36 Eventually, as the Red
Army began advancing into Hungary in the late summer of 1944, civilian
activities became unsustainable and Scout leaders were drafted into the
Hungary’s wartime army. Many of them were captured and both they and
captured Levente members were sent to POW camps in the Soviet Union
— from where they returned only years later or never returned at all.

Scouting in the Displaced Persons Camps and the Wide World

At the end of the Second World War prospects for the revival of Scouting
in Hungary were bleak. Still, the first reaction of Scout leaders and their
troops to the conclusion of hostilities was to get out and clear rubble from
the streets, aid the war’s civilian victims, distribute food to the starving,
and help with the harvest in the countryside.37 Although the country did
not become a communist dominated nation until 1948, a resurgent Com-
munist Party, aided and abetted by an Allied Control Commission under
the direction of its chairman, former Soviet Commissar of Defence Mar-
shal Klimenty Voroshilov, established a rival youth organization, the út-
törők [the Pioneers] in the fall of 1945.38 In the two years following, the
Pioneers received increasing political and financial support. By early 1948
the Communists had gained complete control of Hungary’s government
and in May of that year they ordered the absorption of what remained of
the Scouting movement into the Pioneers. In September a decree declared
the latter the “only democratic youth movement” and ordered the
formation of units of the Pioneers in all of Hungary’s elementary
schools.39 This decree brought a formal end to Scouting in the country;
however, Hungarian Scouting by then had reappeared in the displaced
persons camps of the Western Sectors of Germany. Its headquarters had
already been established in 1947 in Pfarrkirchen in Bavaria. Former Scout
leaders saw in the re-introduction of scouting activities a means of dis-
tracting the children, both male and female, from the difficulties of every-
day life in the refugee camps.40 As one of my informants explained, when
they were camping, the fact that eight girls had one blanket between them
and slept on pine needles in a tent borrowed from American soldiers, was a
novelty rather than a hardship to be endured.41
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Baden-Powell’s Hungarian nomadic mythology reappeared in this
context of displacement. In 1947, a select group of young men convened to
consolidate the leadership of the fledgling movement.42 This “törzs,” or
tribe, named themselves the Hontalan Sasok or Homeless Eagles.43 The
narration of the Eagles’ formation within Hungarian Scouting materials
evokes the mythological moment of Hungary’s birth in reverse. In myth,
the princes of seven Hungarian nomadic tribes swore fealty to Prince
Árpád when they entered a land that seemed very promising.44 They
convened, gathered their blood into a cup and drank a blood covenant, thus
creating the Hungarian nation and divesting themselves of their tribal par-
ticularisms.45 In an inverse enactment of this event, the leaders of the
Hungarian Scouts in Exteris swore fealty to each other under the leader-
ship of Gábor Bodnár and created their own “tribe,” united in their goals
despite the diverse destinations to which they would travel.46 In 1947 the
Eagle tribe declared its mission to the cultural lives of Hungarian youth
growing up overseas through Scouting.47 Thus, the Hungarian refugee
identity began to resemble an ancient Hungarian nomadic mythology that
predated Hungary, justifying their ability to remain Hungarian without
remaining in their native land.

The connection between the fledgling KMCSSZ and the Hun-
garian Diaspora grew stronger when Bodnár immigrated to the United
States in 1951. After settling in New Jersey, he set up a network of chosen
leaders in Europe, the Americas and Australia, and retained various leader-
ship positions in the organization until his death in 1996.48 One of his
primary goals was to provide whatever literature necessary to imbue the
lives of Hungarian youth growing up overseas with Hungarian culture
through Scouting, pronouncing to future Scoutmasters that “we will give
the necessary and appropriate books into the hands of every Hungarian
youth.”49 In this attempt to give every youth the chance at attaining
cultural literacy, the focus of the KMCSSZ differed greatly from Scouting
in pre-communist Hungary, which was an elitist movement. Bodnár
published multiple Scouting guide books, leadership protocols and histo-
ries, rewriting the Scouting curriculum set forth at Ábrahámhegy for a
diasporic context.50

Tellingly, the Hungarian Boy Scout manuals of 1969, 1970 and
1972 are infused with pre-settlement Hungarian mythology. The first story
in the manual is that of the white stag, whose promise of a better place
prompts its pursuers to follow it far from home.51 Although the original
legend talks about the conquest of a homeland, in the KMCSSZ retelling,
the story focuses on skills needed during the journey rather than on
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reaching the destination. A quotation from János Arany’s nineteenth
century epic poem Rege a csodaszarvasról [Tale of the miraculous stag]
prefaces each camping skill, which is also explained in terms of essential
nomadic know-how. For example, in the Cserkészkönyv I for the youngest
age group, the section on archery begins with a stanza on Hunor and
Magor’s flashing arrows, followed by an explanation that “in our
ancestors’ time, they did not know guns. Their preferred weapon as the
bow and arrow; this is what they used in their battles, with this they hunted
and caught fish.”52 Thus, in its week to week activities, Scouting became a
way to re-live an older version of Hungarianness.

Frame Narratives at the 2011 Scout Competition: More Hungarian
Hungarians?

While in his Scout manuals Bodnár knit together scouting knowledge with
history and literature, he did not overtly suggest the re-enactment of any
historical events. Rather, subsequent generations of Scout leaders have
elaborated upon the importance of enacting stories to teach skills. The
concept of the frame narrative is formalized and taught in the camp for
Assistant Scoutmasters, whose responsibilities include the planning of
narrative-driven competitions. The 2006 Segédtiszt Emlékeztető [Assistant
Scoutmaster’s Guidebook], a compilation of essential documents distri-
buted to all Assistant Scoutmasters, explains that the frame narrative is “an
IMPORTANT teaching tool” because it allows Hungarian culture to be
passed on at the same time as teaching or testing other Scouting skills.53

The frame narrative accomplishes this by providing a better atmosphere,
making “dry,” academic or boring material easier to teach and enacting
history so it better sticks in the child’s mind.54 In theory, the frame
narrative can be a “historical event, folklore, geography, etc,” but it is
important that it remain within the bounds of believability.55 Thus frame
narratives increase the effectiveness of the Scouting competitions and even
the vezetőképző táborok [leadership training camps]. The point of a frame
narrative, the Assistant Scoutmaster’s Guidebook continues, is to create a
story wherein the child’s experiences congeal into a series of related
events. When the story is based on historical events, by enacting those
events, the history becomes part of the child’s “real” life.56 From Benkő’s
material it seems that the frame narrative is a mode by which to enact the
“more Hungarian Hungarian” part of the Hungarian Scouting motto.

The frame narrative is thought to be of utmost importance to the
Akadályverseny [Scouting competition], because the knowledge learned or
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tested leaves a greater impression on the Scout in a memorable environ-
ment.57 Each year, a text is selected and distributed to the troops. The
children read and study the text concurrently with practicing scouting
skills. When they arrive at the Sík Sándor Cserkészpark, they are expected
to take on characters from the texts and go on a hike where they encounter
scenes derived from the context of the frame narrative in which they must
solve scouting problems.58 The Scouts leave the relative safety of the camp
for the unknown, where they are confronted with difficult challenges until
they reach the climax of the trail and a test of their bravery through their
encounter with the “enemy” whose identity shifts according to time period.
Before 2000, the frame narratives were Hungarian literary texts: the
fantastical János Vitéz [translated as John the Valiant], Egri csillagok
[translated as Eclipse of the Cresent Moon], and A rab ember fiai [Sons of
the Slave]. After 2000, the frame narratives became historical: the life and
deeds of Saint Stephen, the golden age of Transylvania, and the 1848-49
War for Independence. As in previous years these historical contexts were
adapted to narratives of adventure meant to highlight the excitement and
attractiveness of being Hungarian. It is important to note the contrasting
tones of narrative between the authors of the general text and the inter-
pretation of a particular frame narrative by the leaders actually enacting
historical characters engaging with the children. In 2008, for example, the
frame narrative was the 1848-49 War for Independence, a frame narrative
that lends itself to representations of the highest flung patriotism. Instead
of a patriotic interpretation on the event, the Scout leaders enacting the
Austrian adversaries in one of the camps called themselves Gunther Von
Trapp and General Schwarzenegger, prompting laughter from the children
around them. The parody of Austrian identity derived from Hollywood
stereotypes points to the thin line between the pathos and bathos of
patriotism even within an allegedly patriotic framework. The sentimental
victimization of Hungarians written into the storyline by older leaders
easily becomes a parodic game between younger leaders and children.

The younger leaders’ awareness of the constructed quality of the
stories the Scouting community tells itself to maintain a central, diasporic
identity opens up the possibility for creating new narratives. By 2010,
those born around the demise of the Soviet Union grew into positions of
planning the Akadályverseny, rather than participating in them. Around
this time, a change is visible in the ways the frame narrative texts are
interpreted for a new generation of Scouts. For example, the 2011 theme
was “Híres Magyar Feltalálók és Tudósok” or “Famous Hungarian Inven-
tors and Scientists” and the textbook contained a rather dry list of
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biographies of people like Eötvös Loránd, Bíró László József, Telkes
Mária and Teller Ede.59 Throughout the year this text was translated into
various science experiments conducted during weekly meetings.60 At the
same time Scout leaders expressed concern about the lack of narrative
coherence in the material given to them. The inventors and scientists
featured lived across three centuries and several continents. How could
this chronological and geographical spread be adapted into an exciting,
cohesive narrative suitable to a forest setting? How could the objectivity of
science and pervasive nature of technology fit with a tradition of stories
based on romantic adventure?

As a solution, the writers and organizers of the Akadályverseny/
Scout competition chose to play with the chronologies and geographical
limits of historically-defined nationality. On May 1, troop leaders received
a forwarded email from “Rubik Ernő” to the director of the Eötvös Loránd
Tudományegyetem announcing that his newly isolated element
“pannoannominium” — the element that will power a time machine made
possible by solving a Rubiks cube — has been stolen. Worse still, the
thief, Doktor Nem [Doctor No, an obvious reference to the British James
Bond franchise] is intent on rewriting history by stealing patents from all
Hungarian inventors throughout time. He has already begun by rewriting
the Wikipedia page on the “Doktor-Nem Kocka” [Doctor No Cube], a link
to which was also provided.61 In the competition, the scouts received a
small vial of “pannoannominium” to travel through time portals — the
forest — and help Hungarian inventors reclaim their inventions and to
collect the scattered element. Having set history aright and gathered the
pannoannominum, the climax of the event occurred at the campfire, when
Ernő Rubik recognized that the concentrated “pannoannominium” was a
hazard to humanity and blew it up with the help of Ede Teller in a magni-
ficent mushroom-cloud.

The 2011competition’s style of frame narrative presents a very
different take on nationality and community. Rather than representing a
specific group of people acting at a specific point in time in a way that
represents heroism or patriotism, there are inventors living in very dif-
ferent contexts, whose lives are not defined by geographical borders and
who are not limited to actions of national importance. The pannoanno-
minium, whose name derives from the Roman Carpathian province of
Pannonia, functions ironically as an elemental idea of Hungarian identity
that can traverse time and space without changing. The need to physically
possess pannoannominium in order to ensure the security of Hungarian-
ness and the vulnerability exposed by Doktor Nem’s theft points to the
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weakness of such an idea. Indeed, that Teller — here lionized — left
Hungary in the 1920s because of the Anti-Semitic Numerus Clausus Law
points towards the danger of such a narrow definition. Despite the serious
implications of pannoannominum, it is presented as ridiculous. Doktor
Nem, who wishes to concentrate diffuse inventions through time into pure
glory and honour is a parody of a Bond villain. What the frame narrative
of the 2011 Akadályverseny presents is a new idea of cultural identity that
reflects a North American post-Soviet relationship between the diasporic
community and the home country. It has no enemy to define itself against
and must relinquish the fantasy of a return to a glorified homeland.

More Humane Humans: Frame Narratives at Patrol Leadership
Training Camp

Although the Scout competition emphasizes and experiments with the
KMCSSZ concept of “more Hungarian Hungarians,” frame narratives are
also used to try to shape “more humane humans” in örsvezetőképző
tábórok [patrol leadership training camp or ÖV for short]. In contrast to
the Akadályverseny, the ÖV camps are meant to transition Scouts in their
mid-teens from learning Scouting skills to becoming responsible leaders.
Unlike the competition, in order to participate in the camp, Scouts aged
over thirteen must pass exams based on a year-long curriculum in Hun-
garian literature, history and geography.62 The requirements of patrol
leadership training camp also require familiarity with the details of Ferenc
Molnár’s 1906 novel A Pál utcai fiúk [The Paul Street Boys] and must
write an about group leadership in the text.63 Unlike the competition frame
narratives’ playful submersion into adventure, The Paul Street Boys deli-
berately provokes a self-conscious investigation into the consequences of
losing oneself in narrative.

The plot of The Paul Street Boys initially presents the mix of
adventure and serious make-believe made familiar by the Akadályverseny.
The titular group of school-age boys and their protection of the grund, the
lumberyard they play in, against a rival gang, the nefarious Redshirts. Near
the beginning of the novel, the leader of the Redshirts, Feri Áts, steals the
Paul Street boys’ flag from the grund, while his cronies challenge the boys
to an all-out battle for possession of the lumberyard. The youngest member
of the boys, Nemecsek, is blamed for negligence leading to the theft of the
flag, and after much deliberation, the leader of the Boys, János Boka, puts
Nemecsek on probation from the group.  Nemecsek goes on a mission to
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vindicate himself and retrieve the flag.  At this point in the plot, the novel
form complicates the moral absolutes of mock warfare.

While Molnár initially presents the Paul Street Boys as noble and
the Redshirts as thuggish, he unsettles the reader’s identification with the
Paul Street Boys’ childish interests by extending the plot beyond the stakes
of the battle for the grund. Nemecsek, who catches pneumonia on his
mission for the flag, sneaks out of his room to fight in the battle for the
lumberyard.  He collapses after sealing the victory and dies at home a few
days later.  While the gang’s elected leader, Boka, rules his peers with a
just hand throughout the novel, Nemecsek’s illness causes him to
reconsider his position. The post-battle chapters detail the growth of his
consciousness from that of a boy amongst boys to that of a young adult. In
the section of the novel dealing with Nemecsek’s declining health, Boka’s
behaviour is characterized in the same manner as Nemecsek’s impoveri-
shed parents. He is one of the three “adults” who keep the child in comfort.
By comparison, the rest of the Paul Street boys are still children unable to
think beyond their own interests; they visit Nemecsek in an attempt to
absolve themselves of formerly rejecting him.64 The novel has transitioned
from childish adventure to an analysis of patriotic feeling and of the role of
leadership.

Boka’s example purposefully disturbs the binaries which have
dominated the morally simple world which the Scouts have previously
encountered. Nemecsek cannot live into adulthood precisely because his
idealism and fire cannot survive past childhood.  Boka’s greatest error as a
leader is to be too invested in the game he plays with the other boys, to
mistake the stakes of a game with those of real life. Because he cannot
distinguish between the two, one of his friends dies. Boka’s example acts
as a warning to patrol leaders always to be conscious of the boundaries
between enthusiasm and zealotry, to be mindful of the artificial constructs
of frame narratives in events like the competition. In his analysis of The
Paul Street Boys, the literary critic Franco Moretti identifies the wisdom of
the novel in its disavowal of blind patriotism. Rather than an automatic
obligation, “collective ideals are no longer a duty to which one is called by
the fanfare of the Fatherland’s authorities, but a choice.”65 When the grund
is slated for development, Boka does not mourn the loss of a kingdom, but
feels relief that his dead friend’s illusion of victory remained undis-
turbed.66 Although literary disillusionment is often followed by a rejection
of the standing social order, Boka’s mental estrangement with his former
peers strengthens his resolve to watch over them.67 Just so, the camp’s
success depends upon the candidates’ decision to engage with the frame
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narrative and with Scouting material in self-conscious and deliberate
fashion.

At the camp, the director plays Boka and his or her assisting
leaders take on the roles of other Paul Street Boys.68 All patrol leader can-
didates are assigned roles as probationary boys. “Boka” has the responsi-
bility of teaching the lessons on being a good role model, dealing with
conflict and with discipline, while his or her supporting leaders introduce
the concept of lesson plans, methods to teach songs and crafts. While the
frame narrative guides the details of camp life (the candidates play
marbles, patrol for Redshirts and refer to the campground as the grund),
Boka remains most important role in the camp. The use of “role” instead
of “figure” is deliberate, because Boka’s leadership characteristics are
meant to pass from the camp-director and his or her leaders to the candi-
dates themselves. Divided into patrols of four to six teenagers, the
candidates rotate the role of Boka/patrol leader every day to experience
responsibility for others than themselves. Several times over the course of
the ten day camp, the candidates also practice their Boka persona by
leading younger Scout patrols from a camp run within the same Scout Park
in activities for an hour and a half each day.69 While the original frame
narrative followed one boy’s maturation, the patrol leadership camp is
designed to present responsibility as a conscious choice to facilitate
younger children’s desire for adventure while protecting them from the
potential dangers of immersive play.

More Humane Humans and more Hyphenated Hungarians in a
Changing World

The narratives used within Scouting reflect back into how this Hungarian
diasporic community’s understanding of cultural identity has evolved over
the past sixty-five years. As Bodnár writes in his A Magyar Cserkész-
tisztképzés Anyaga [Material for the Evaluation of Hungarian Scout-
masters], as immigrants, the Hungarian Scouting community will inevi-
tably absorb some characteristics of its host nation.70 Similarly, in his 1969
Hungarian Boy Scout Handbook, he states that Hungarian Scouts have two
tasks: “They will faithfully work for that country which accepted them, or
in which they were born. But just as faithfully, they will also serve the
Hungarian community, to which they are tied by culture, tradition and
family.”71 In such statements, Bodnár places Hungarian Scouts in a posi-
tion of hyphenated identity.72 They cannot be only Hungarian, but to divest
themselves of all cultural associations would be to divest themselves of the
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family either with them or the family they left behind. In such cir-
cumstances an essentialist conception of Hungarianness is inadequate.
Instead, Bodnár demands a commitment to Hungarian identity from his
Scouts. Rather than chalking Hungarianness up to their social sur-
roundings, he tells them: “Te, Magyar cserkész, mondd ezt: Szolgálom a
magyarságot, mert kötelességemnek tartom” [You, Hungarian scout, say
this: I serve the Hungarian community, because I hold it as my duty].73

While duty suggests rather weighty connotations, the true core of the
sentence, as in all sentences, lies in the verb. To say “kötelességemnek
tartom” or “I hold it as my duty” makes cultural participation a voluntary
duty, rather than a blood right or privilege.

This acknowledgement of a flexibility of cultural identity within
Hungarian Scouting links to historically significant choices of identity. In
his 1934 History of Hungarian Literature, Antal Szerb emphasized that
one of Hungary’s greatest poets and heroes of the seventeenth century,
Count Miklós Zrinyi, was a Croat by birth, but chose to be Hungarian by
writing in Hungarian and acting in their national political realm.74 The
same is true for Hungary’s nineteenth century national poet, Sándor Petőfi,
the son of Serbian immigrants who was baptized under the surname
Petrovics. Thus, if nationality is “an attitude, a matter of choice,” Hungari-
anness and participation in Hungarian Scouting cannot be exclusive.75

Such a conception of cultural identity, paired with immersion in
cultures across four continents has opened up Hungarian Scouting to
anyone who wishes to enact the version of Hungarianness promoted by the
organization. As a result, there are Hungarian Scouts and indeed Hun-
garian Scout leaders and Scoutmasters who have Canadian (or even Irish-
Canadian), American, Venezuelan, Brazilian, African-American, Polish,
Japanese, German, Austrian and Russian backgrounds. In addition, while
Hungarian Scouting has historically been a strongly Christian movement,
though non-denominational, in recent years Scouts of Jewish and Muslim
faith have entered its ranks, first as Scouts, then as leaders. It is possible to
link new interpretations of Scouting frame narratives such as the 2011
Akadályverseny/Scout competition to both these changing demographics
and to the rise of multicultural and transnational rhetoric.

Indeed, according to contemporary Hungarian Scouting practices,
as long as a child speaks the language and wishes to participate, they are
included. However, if a child is of “one hundred percent Hungarian
heritage” but cannot speak the language, they are told to attend Hungarian
language lessons and return when they are able to hold a conversation.
Thus, while political scientist Safran identifies of “language, memory, and
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religion as elements of collective identity and ingredients of cultural
reproduction,” it seems that within the Hungarian Scouting community,
the language is of greatest importance.76 Language offers a bond between
diasporic Hungarian children convening from Spanish, Portuguese,
French, German and English speaking countries, and through reading
identical Hungarian Scouting manuals and frame narrative source books,
they gain a common set of Hungarian cultural markers. By requiring all
leaders to have a grasp of Hungarian literature, and to have pondered the
ambiguities presented by Molnár’s Paul Street Boys, the organization
prompts its members to look beyond the nationalistic and dogmatic ele-
ments of a national literature and to develop a true appreciation for it, and
through that appreciation, an affirmation of the worth of Hungarian cul-
ture. While Scouts learn to throw themselves into a story, as leaders, they
have learned to take responsibility for others, to think of the others’ safety
before they think of their own. Like Boka, they must cast their childish
illusions away, and to see life and narrative in all their complexity. Like
him, they cannot linger in the space between. They cannot retreat into
childhood but must step into adulthood where they must recognize
identification as a game to be played wisely.

The recognized importance of creating and maintaining a com-
munity through narratives, might be best expressed in the words of Zoltán
Kodály quoted in the curriculum for Hungarian Scoutmasters: “Kultúrát
nem lehet örökölni. Az elődök kultúrája egykettőre elpárolog, ha minden
nemzedék újra meg nem szerzi magának” [You cannot inherit culture. The
culture of ancestors evaporates, if each generation does not acquire it for
themselves].77 Reading through the frame narratives of the KMCSSZ
shows a Hungarian diaspora making and remaking its vision of com-
munity. Some stories it is determined to pass on, others it has slowly let go
of. The old sex-segregated Cserkészkönyvek [Scouting Handbooks] have
been replaced with a new unified curricula that lack frame narratives
altogether, strengthening the power of the annual Akadályverseny/Scout
competition text. Milan Kundera expresses the danger of a “nation’s
possessiveness towards its artists’ works as a small-contexts terrorism that
reduces the entire meaning of a work to the role it plays to its homeland,”
and a danger lurks in the creative potential of the Scout competition as it
distributes roles to be interpreted by leaders from many cities and many
opinions.78 This continuous reconsideration and presentation of Hungari-
anness in ever-changing forms, reflects the need of diasporic cultures to
change and recreate themselves, for good or ill.
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Egyetem (ELTE) rektorához: Dr. Mezey Barna” [Email from Erno Rubik to the
director of the Eotvos Lorand University: Dr. Barna Mezey] Akadályversenyi
központ [Scouting competition headquarters], email, 1 May 2011.

62 The literature portion of the curriculum is the first and longest,
focusing on poetic works with a range of thematic concerns, from Károly Kis-
faludy’s diasporic “Szülőföldöm Szép Határa,” [Borders of My Land of Birth],
Reményik Sándor’s linguistic fetishism in “Az Ige” [The Verb] and Dezső Kosz-
tolányi’s verbal coloratura in  “Mostan Színes Tintákról Álmodom” [Now I’m
dreaming of coloured inks]. Veremund Tóth, ed., Magyarságismeret Örsvezetők
Számára [Hungarian cultural instruction for patrol leaders] (Garfield N.J.:
KMCSSZ, 2006), 1. 11-12. Incidentally, the KMCSSZ’s preoccupation with liter-
ature and narrative extends to the highest levels of leadership. A full fifty-four of
the ninety pages of required reading for Scoutmasters comprises of language and
literature and literary analysis. Haza a magasban [Home on high ground], A
KMCSSZ E-könyvtára, KMCSSZ. Website accessed 10 July 2013.
http://www.kmcssz.org/.

63 Ferenc Molnár. A Pál Utcai fiúk [The Paul Street boys] (Budapest;
Móra, 1994).

64 Ibid., 169.
65 Ibid., 166.
66 Ibid., 182.
67 Ibid., 175.
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68 The camp in the Sík Sándor Cserkészpark has been co-educational
since 2007. Before that, two concurrently run single-gender camps simultaneously
enacted the same frame narrative. The following observations are based upon my
presence at the camp in 2007, 2009 and 2011.

69 Endre Szentkirályi, “Napirend” [Day’s schedule], Örsvezetőképző
Tábor 2007 [Patrol Leader training camp 2007], Sík Sándor Cserkészpark, 7
August 2007.

70 “A külföldi magyarok eltérő körülmények között élnek.  Környezetünk
erös hatást gyakorol életünkre.” Bodnár, A Magyar Cserkésztisztképzés Anyaga,
22.

71 “Becsülettel dolgoznak azért az országért, amely befogadta őket vagy
ahol születtek. De éppúgy szolgálják a magyarságot is, amelyhez kulturájuk,
hagyományaik és családjuk köti őket.” Ibid., 2. In discussion with one of my in-
formants on this particular quotation, a concern arose over its translation. Does
“magyarság,” in being an adjective describing the state of being Hungarian, trans-
late to mean one’s personal understanding of Hungarian identity, to the local Hun-
garian community, to a nation understood in cultural terms, or to the political
entity? I have chosen “community,” an intermediary between individual and nati-
on, because it captures the social construction of culture without tying it to a parti-
cular political or geographic entity.

72 Indeed, one of my informants described Bodnár’s great enthusiasm for
America in the following story.  While still based in the displaced persons camps,
the scouts went to a camp where there was a group of extremely sloppy American
Boy Scouts.  At a group campfire, the Americans were asked to sing their national
anthem…and they did not know the words.  Bodnár and his Eagles promptly stood
up, clapped their hands to their hearts and sang the American anthem. The
recollection of this event brought tears of mirth to my informant’s eyes as she
described the Eagles as being better Americans than the Americans.

73 “Te, Magyar cserkész, mondd ezt: Szolgálom a magyarságot, mert
kötelességemnek tartom.” Bodnár, A magyar cserkésztisztképzés, 2.

74 Lendvai, The Hungarians: A Thousand Years of Victory in Defeat, 6.
75 Ibid.
76 William Safran, “The Jewish Diaspora in a Theoretical and Compa-

rative Framework,” Israel Studies 10, 1 (2005): 36-60, 41.
77 Zoltán Kodály, quoted in Haza a magasban, 169.
78 Kundera, “Die Weltliteratur: How we read one another,” 31.
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